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A.
Background
The South Asian summer monsoon winds travel over the Bay of Bengal (BoB) bringing
rain to a vast part of the Indian subcontinent. Approximately 1.5 billion people depend on
the monsoons for their livelihood. Yet, the predictability of weather and climate of this
region is poor. The monsoons are a strongly coupled phenomenon invoking both ocean
and atmosphere, and relatively little attention has been devoted to understanding the role
of the ocean, from which the atmosphere derives all of its moisture fluxes.
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&MODELING:&HYCOM&(lower&le[)&and&regional&NCOM&(lower&
right)&ocean&model&snapshots.&Salinity&(in&color)&makes&eddies&
visible.&Process&models&(right)&and&LES,&(below)&explore&much&
ﬁner&resolu(on&subNmesoscale&processes.&

In the summer, sea surface temperature (SST) is high and winds from the south travel
over the Bay of Bengal picking up moisture and heat, and forming clouds that deliver
intense rain windward of the Himalayas. The summer monsoon responds strongly to the
SST and air-sea fluxes in the Bay. Intra-seasonal oscillations in monsoonal rainfall are
related to surface ocean temperatures. The large terrestrial runoff carried by the Ganges,
Brahmaputra, and Irrawaddy rivers freshen the northern Bay of Bengal maximally in
October –November (as seen from the Aquarius and SMOS satellite missions and from
moorings) making the Bay of Bengal one of the freshest ocean basins. The East Indian
Coastal Current (EICC) transports freshwater south and around the eastern side of Sri
Bay&of&Bengal&Upper&Ocean&Physics&Workshop&IISc&Bengaluru&July&9N21,&2014&
Lanka.
In the winter, winds are seaward from the north and are relatively dry and cold.
The cold, dry air coming off the Tibetan plateau cools the northern BoB (as seen in
satellite SST products and moorings), but overturning is suppressed by the surface
freshwater contribution to the density.
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